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Cell migration requires integration of cellular processes

resulting in cell polarization and actin dynamics. Previous

work using tools of Drosophila genetics suggested that

protocadherin fat serves in a pathway necessary for de-

termining cell polarity in the plane of a tissue. Here we

identify mammalian FAT1 as a proximal element of a

signaling pathway that determines both cellular polarity

in the plane of the monolayer and directed actin-depen-

dent cell motility. FAT1 is localized to the leading edge of

lamellipodia, filopodia, and microspike tips where FAT1

directly interacts with Ena/VASP proteins that regulate

the actin polymerization complex. When targeted to mi-

tochondrial outer leaflets, FAT1 cytoplasmic domain re-

cruits components of the actin polymerization machinery

sufficient to induce ectopic actin polymerization. In an

epithelial cell wound model, FAT1 knockdown decreased

recruitment of endogenous VASP to the leading edge and

resulted in impairment of lamellipodial dynamics, failure

of polarization, and an attenuation of cell migration. FAT1

may play an integrative role regulating cell migration by

participating in Ena/VASP-dependent regulation of cytos-

keletal dynamics at the leading edge and by transducing

an Ena/VASP-independent polarity cue.
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Introduction

Mammalian FAT1 is a large transmembrane protein of the

protocadherin superfamily first identified in Drosophila mel-

anogaster (Mahoney et al, 1991; Wu and Maniatis, 2000). A

number of studies in Drosophila implicated fat in the estab-

lishment of cell polarity in the plane of tissues (‘planar cell

polarity’) (Rawls et al, 2002; Yang et al, 2002; Ma et al, 2003),

a process that in part has been suggested to require directed

actin polymerization (Kaltschmidt et al, 2002). While FAT1 is

widely expressed in mammalian tissues, it is particularly

enriched in kidney glomerular epithelial cells (Dunne et al,

1995; Ponassi et al, 1999; Cox et al, 2000; Inoue et al, 2001;

Mitsui et al, 2002). Also termed ‘podocytes’, glomerular

epithelial cells have a complex cyto-architecture that includes

abundant filopodia-like, actin filament-rich processes that

form interdigitations with neighboring cells. Significantly,

genetic deletion of FAT1 from mice resulted in developmental

defects including failure of normal development of these

actin-rich podocyte processes (Ciani et al, 2003). Given that

these observations suggested a role for FAT1 in regulating

actin dynamics, an investigation of FAT1 cell biology was

undertaken.

Results

Characterization of two polyclonal FAT1 antisera

Two polyclonal FAT1 antisera were raised in rabbits against

recombinant GST-FAT1 cytoplasmic domain or against a 20-

amino-acid (aa) peptide near the C-terminus of FAT1. Both

antisera and a previously characterized anti-FAT1 antiserum

(Inoue et al, 2001) specifically recognized a protein obtained

from NRK-52E cell lysates with mobility on SDS–PAGE

consistent with its predicted molecular mass of 500 kDa

(Figure 1A). The specificity of these antisera was confirmed

in cells depleted of endogenous FAT1. NRK-52E cells were

transiently cotransfected with plasmids encoding a rat FAT1-

specific small hairpin RNA (shRNA) template and eGFP as a

transfection marker. Specific reactivity of anti-FAT1 antisera

was markedly reduced only in transfected NRK-52E cells

(Figure 1B and B0).

FAT1 localizes at the plasma membrane at sites of actin

polymerization

The subcellular localization of FAT1 was examined in epithe-

lial NRK-52E and in neuronal HN33 cells by immunofluores-

cence (IF) and by immunoblotting cell lysates. In both cell

lines, FAT1 localized to actin-based structures at the plasma

membrane, including the leading edge of lamellipodia, filo-

podial protrusions, and the mature intercellular junction

(Figure 2). In NRK-52E cells, FAT1 staining was mostly

continuous along the entire lamellipodial leading edge

(Figures 2A and 4C). In differentiated neuronal HN33 cells,

FAT1 was enriched on microspike tips of lamellipodial pro-

trusions (Figure 2C and D). FAT1 was also present along the

tips and shaft of filopodial protrusions in a punctate pattern.

Punctate staining was particularly obvious at the tips of short

freshly emerging filopodial protrusions (Figure 2B–D) identi-

fied by phosphotyrosine labeling and by videomicroscopy

prior to staining. FAT1 staining was also observed along the

shaft of retraction fibers. FAT1 staining was present at mature
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intercellular junctions but its distribution at these junctions

was clearly distinct from that of classical cadherins (e.g.

E-cadherin; Figure 2E–E00) or ZO-1 (not shown). Taken

together, these observations suggested that FAT1 localized

to sites of directed actin polymerization associated with the

plasma membrane and was also found along shafts of filo-

podia and in retraction fibers.

FAT1 directly interacts with and colocalizes with VASP

and Mena in cells

The FAT1 cytoplasmic domain contains a potential EVH1-

binding motif (4433DFPPPPEE) that is conserved among ro-

dents and humans. EVH1-binding motifs are predicted to

interact with EVH1 domain-containing proteins of the Ena/

VASP protein family including Mena and VASP that function

in the actin polymerization complex (Niebuhr et al, 1997;

Bear et al, 2002). Indeed, in pulldown experiments, the VASP

EVH1 domain interacted with the FAT1 cytoplasmic domain

(Figure 3A).

To confirm this, we assessed the ability of the FAT1

cytoplasmic domain to recruit endogenous Ena/VASP pro-

teins in cells. FLAG-tagged FAT1 cytoplasmic domain

(FAT1mito) was targeted to the outer leaflet of mitochondria

in transiently transfected cells using a C-terminal signal

peptide from the Listeria protein ActA (Pistor et al, 1994;

Fradelizi et al, 2001) (Figure 3B and B0). Recruitment of

endogenous VASP by FAT1mito to mitochondria was assessed

in these cells. Overexpression of FAT1mito invariably caused

strong recruitment of endogenous VASP to the mitochondrial

outer leaflet and depletion of endogenous VASP from the

leading edge and focal contacts (Figure 3C and D). Mena

recruitment occurred in a similar fashion (not shown). In

untransfected COS-7 cells, mitochondria labeled with a vital

dye were located in a loose perinuclear cluster. Unexpectedly,

mitochondria in transfected cells were condensed into aggre-

gates and were displaced away from the cell nucleus into the

periphery of the cells (see below). In COS-7 cells, FAT1mito-

decorated mitochondria were often detected at the tip of

cellular processes (Figure 3B–D).

Figure 1 Characterization of FAT1 antisera. (A) NRK-52E cell ly-
sates were separated by SDS–PAGE and immunoblotted with an
affinity-purified antiserum raised against the FAT1 cytoplasmic
domain (lanes 2–4) or a peptide from the COOH-terminus of FAT1
(lanes 5–7). A band of approximately 500kDa was detected by both
antisera and a previously characterized anti-FAT1 antibody (lane 1).
(B) To demonstrate the specificity of the FAT1GST antiserum by
indirect IF microscopy, endogenous FAT1 was knocked down with
a FAT1-specific shRNA template in NRK-52E cells (FAT1, green)
marked with cotransfected eGFP (merge, red).

Figure 2 Cellular localization of endogenous FAT1. (A, A0, A00) FAT1 was enriched in NRK-52E cells at the leading edge of lamellipodial
protrusions (solid arrowhead), at intercellular junctions (arrowheads), and along actin-based filopodial protrusions in a punctate pattern
(arrow). (B) FAT1 was present along the shaft and the tips of filopodial protrusions marked by phosphotyrosine (pY) (arrowheads) but not in
focal adhesions (arrows). (C) FAT1 at the tips of microspikes along lamellipodial protrusions (full arrowhead) and the tips of filopodial
protrusions (empty arrowhead) in differentiated neuronal HN33 cells. (D) Higher magnification of a differentiated HN33 cell demonstrating
FAT1 localization at the tips of actin-based microspikes and filopodial protrusions. (E–E0) FAT1 did not entirely colocalize with classical
cadherins (E-cadherin) along the intercellular junction in NRK-52E cells (arrow). No classical cadherins were observed along the free edge of
cells (arrowhead).
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A series of deletion mutants fused to the mitochondrial

targeting motif were created and were used to map regions

within the FAT1CD capable of recruiting endogenous VASP

(summarized in Figure 3E). FAT1 deletion mutant 4329–

4488 aa was sufficient to mediate strong recruitment of

endogenous VASP to mitochondria. Within this region, two

proline-rich motifs were identified. One of these sites,

4433DFPPPPEE, matched the previously identified conserved

EVH1-binding domain motif (Niebuhr et al, 1997). A second

motif (4446ELPPLPPE) had not been previously described.

The former domain recruited endogenous VASP and

Mena with higher affinity than the latter. Of note,

while these domains are highly conserved among higher

vertebrates, they are not conserved in D. melanogaster. A

third domain located between residue 4329 and 4405 ap-

peared to be sufficient for weak recruitment of endogenous

VASP.

Pulldown experiments and Farwestern overlay experi-

ments were used to confirm that the FAT1CD proline-rich

motifs identified in the previous recruitment experiments

mediated an interaction with VASP and Mena. FAT1 cytoplas-

mic domain pulled down VASP and Mena obtained from

NRK-52E cell lysates (Figure 4A). This interaction was atte-

nuated by introducing point mutations in either of the two

proline-rich regions of the predicted EVH1-binding motifs;

simultaneous point mutations in both proline-rich motifs

were required to entirely extinguish these interactions.

Farwestern analysis confirmed that recombinant GST-VASP-

EVH1 domain bound directly to wild-type FAT1 cytoplasmic

domain (Figure 4B). In agreement with the results described

above, the interaction detected by Farwestern blotting was

attenuated by point mutations in either proline-rich domain

or was abolished by mutations in both proline-rich domains.

In additional studies, FAT1 colocalized with Mena and

VASP in actin-based structures at the plasma membrane in

the cell lines studied (Figure 4C). Because VASP fused to

eGFP (VASP-GFP) was previously described to localize in

cells in a fashion similar to endogenous VASP (Vasioukhin

et al, 2000), NRK-52E cells were transiently transfected with

VASP-GFP. Here, VASP-GFP colocalized with endogenous

FAT1 at the leading edge of lamellipodial protrusions and at

mature intercellular junctions. No colocalization of VASP-

GFP and FAT1 was seen at focal contacts, where endogenous

FAT1 was absent. Colocalization of endogenous FAT1 and

Mena was also observed at the tips of microspikes of differ-

entiated neuronal HN33 cells (not shown).

Ectopic actin polymerization on FAT1mito-decorated

mitochondria

Since VASP and Mena participate in the actin polymerization

complex, we examined whether expression of FAT1mito

resulted in ectopic actin polymerization. Importantly, phal-

loidin staining suggested the presence of filamentous actin

around mitochondria of FAT1mito-transfected COS-7 cells

(Figure 5A–A00). As described previously by Fradelizi et al

(2001), expression of zyxin-NT targeted to the outer leaflet of

mitochondria in transiently transfected cells served as posi-

tive control and demonstrated robust phalloidin staining at

this site (Figure 5B–B00). Of note, mitochondrial phalloidin

staining induced by expression of FAT1mito was significantly

weaker in comparison to that induced by zyxin-NT and was

observed only in cells with abundant expression of FAT1mito.

These observations suggested that the ectopic expression of

FAT1 cytoplasmic domain recruited a complex of proteins

sufficient to induce actin polymerization. In fact, endogenous

Arp3 (not shown) or cotransfected Arp3-GFP was recruited to

Figure 3 FAT1 binds to and recruits Ena/VASP proteins. (A) HA-
tagged FAT1 cytoplasmic domain expressed in COS 7 cells was
pulled down using bacterially expressed recombinant GST-VASP-
EVH1 domain (anti-HA immunoblot). Lysate for each pulldown was
loaded in lane 1 to show input. The quantity of GST fusion protein
was visualized (anti-GST immunoblot). (B, B0) FLAG-tagged cyto-
plasmic domain of FAT1 coupled to a mitochondrial targeting signal
peptide (FAT1mito) was targeted to the outer leaflet of mitochondria
in COS-7 cells (*) (mitochondria labeled with MITO-MARKER
reds). Expression of FAT1mito invariably caused mitochondrial
displacement into cellular processes (arrows) not seen in untrans-
fected COS-7 cells (empty arrowheads). (C, D) Representative
experiments in which COS-7 cells were transfected with FAT1mito
and in which endogenous VASP recruitment to mitochondria was
evaluated (red, endogenous VASP; green, FAT1mito and its deletion
mutants identified with anti-FLAG antibody, arrows). (C) Wild-
type full-length FAT1 cytoplasmic domain (FAT1mito). (D)
FAT1mito(4190–4326). (E) Schematic of FAT1 cytoplasmic domain
deletions/point mutants used to map functionally relevant VASP-
binding sites. Indicated mutants were targeted to the outer leaflet
of mitochondria in COS-7 cells. IF microscopy was used to evaluate
the capacity of FAT1mito mutants to recruit endogenous VASP to
mitochondria and to deplete endogenous VASP from its typical
distribution within cells. As indicated in the schematic, ability of
mutants to affect VASP cellular distribution was described as strong,
weak, or absent according to a scoring system in Materials and
methods.
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mitochondria by FAT1mito expression (Figure 5C–C00). Actin-

associated proteins including endogenous cortactin, N-WASP,

and alpha-actinin were also recruited by FAT1mito. No sig-

nificant mitochondrial recruitment of endogenous vinculin

or ZO-1 was observed (not shown). Because published work

on the Listeria protein ActA showed that recruitment of the

Arp2/3 complex occurs independently of VASP, we investi-

gated whether Arp3 recruitment to FAT1 occurs indepen-

dently of the FAT1 EVH1-binding domain. Indeed, when

expressed in COS7 cells, a FAT1 mutant deleted of its EVH1

interaction domain continued to recruit Arp3-GFP (Figure

5D–D00).

Impaired wound closure in FAT1-deficient NRK-52E

monolayers

That FAT1 is a transmembrane protein associated with VASP

and/or Mena at sites of actin polymerization suggested the

hypothesis that FAT1 is necessary for regulation of cell motility.

To investigate this hypothesis, an in vitro wound model was

employed in which scrape wounds were made across a con-

fluent monolayer of NRK-52E cells. In this model, cells at

wound edges become polarized and form lamellipodia at the

cellular leading edge that extend into the denuded space.

Subsequently, the entire monolayer moves forward in a co-

ordinated fashion perpendicular to the direction of the open

wound (Nobes and Hall, 1999). To investigate if FAT1 is

necessary for normal cell migration in this system, FAT1

expression was attenuated using RNA interference (RNAi).

Monolayers were transduced either with control lentivirus

or lentivirus expressing a FAT1-specific shRNA template

(FAT1KD) in paired experiments (Figure 6A and B). Viral

supernatants of FAT1KD were titered to achieve attenuation

of endogenous FAT1 expression in about 90% of cells.

Attenuation of FAT1 expression by RNAi in monolayers was

confirmed by immunoblotting (Figure 6C). Within the pool of

FAT1KD-transduced cells, FAT1 expression was variably atte-

nuated; as discussed below, this heterogeneity proved experi-

mentally useful. Standard wounds—made with either a 200ml
pipette tip or a 1ml pipette tip—reproducibly measured 390mm
across (s.d. 744mm; based on 10 measurements made every

340mm along a wound in four independent experiments) or

590752mm, respectively. Time to wound closure was mea-

sured until 50% of the entire length of the wound first attained

closure. Control lentivirus expressing eGFP without a FAT1

shRNA did not affect the rate of wound closure. Compared to

vector control, the rate of wound closure was dramatically

impaired in NRK-52E monolayers transduced with FAT1KD

virus in nine paired experiments (Figure 6D).

Observation by videomicroscopy of wounds made in NRK-

52E monolayers transduced with FAT1KD suggested that

coordinated migration of the monolayer into denuded

wounds occurred at infrequent sites led by polarized cells

(Figure 6B and E). These ‘leader cells’ were defined experi-

mentally as localized protrusions into the denuded area of

more than two cell diameters. Interestingly, a mean of

8875% of leader cells located at the tip of these cellular

protrusions expressed endogenous FAT1. Cells trailing FAT1-

positive leader cells followed leader cells forward in a co-

ordinated fashion even when these trailing cells lacked FAT1

(Figure 6E and E0). In contrast, FAT1-deficient cells at the

wound edge typically appeared nonpolarized even when

these FAT1-deficient cells were adjacent to FAT1-expressing

leader cells (data not shown). Transduction with control virus

did not affect the ability of cells to become leader cells (not

shown). These results show that FAT1 is necessary for normal

cell migration in an in vitro wound model.

FAT1-negative cells at the leading edge have impaired

lamellipodial dynamics

Impaired cellular motility and the delay in wound closure in

FAT1-deficient NRK-52E cell monolayers could be a conse-

quence of impaired actin dynamics at the leading edge or

a polarity defect or both. To test the first hypothesis, lamelli-

podial dynamics were evaluated by IF and phase-contrast

videomicroscopy in cells along the wound edge of control or

Figure 4 FAT1 binds to and colocalizes with VASP and Mena via
two EVH1-binding domains. (A) Endogenous VASP and Mena were
pulled down from NRK-52E cell lysates using indicated recombinant
mutants of the GST-FAT1 cytoplasmic domain. Point mutations were
introduced at the identified EVH1-binding regions (FPPPP at posi-
tion 4433 aa and ELPP at 4446 aa). Lane 7 was loaded with input cell
lysate. Equal loading was verified by stripping membranes and
reimmunoblotting for FAT1. (B) Farwestern assay demonstrated that
the EVH1 domain of VASP binds directly to two EVH1-binding sites
identified. FAT1-GST cytoplasmic domain mutants were separated
by SDS–PAGE, transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane, and
probed with radiolabeled GST-VASP-EVH1 domain. (C, C0, C00)
NRK-52E cell transiently transfected with VASP-GFP.
Colocalization of endogenous FAT1 and VASP-GFP was seen at the
leading edge and intercellular junction (solid arrowheads). Unlike
VASP-GFP, FAT1 was not present at focal contacts. WB, immuno-
blot; blot, Farwestern overlay.
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FAT1KD-transduced NRK-52E monolayers at 5 and 16 h after

wounding (Figure 7). In general, cells with attenuated ex-

pression of FAT1 had absent or abnormal appearing lamelli-

podia with decreased lamellar size and abnormal structure.

Subjectively, there appeared to be a relationship between the

degree of attenuation of FAT1 expression and the degree to

which lamellipodia formation was impaired (Figure 7A and

A0). Quantitatively, lamellipodia formation (defined as pre-

sent if more than 50% of the wound edge of the cell was

occupied by a lamellipodial protrusion irrespective of lamelli-

podial morphology) was compared in FAT1-positive and

FAT1-deficient cells (Figure 7B). In cells transduced with

control virus, about 55% of wound edge cells had formed

lamellipodia at 5 h after wounding; by 16 h, 90% of wound

edge cells were lamellipodia positive. In contrast, in mono-

layers transduced with FAT1KD, less than 40% of FAT1-

deficient cells formed lamellipodia 5 h after wounding. This

defect in lamellipodia formation became more apparent 16 h

after wounding since only about 50% of FAT1-deficient cells

formed lamellipodial protrusions by this time point.

Strikingly, the subpopulation of cells in FAT1KD-transduced

monolayers with preserved FAT1 expression formed normal

appearing lamellipodia with a frequency similar to cells

transduced with control virus.

The abnormal appearance of lamellipodia noted above in

NRK-52E monolayers transduced with FAT1KD was further

evaluated. Using time-lapse videomicroscopy and kymogra-

phy (Hinz et al, 1999), lamellipodial kinetics were impaired

in leading edge cells of FAT1KD-transduced monolayers

(Figure 7C–G). Most strikingly, these cells formed dramati-

cally more ruffles at their leading edges observed per unit

time and per protrusion. It was concluded that FAT1 is

necessary for normal lamellipodial dynamics and that—at

least in part—disruption of normal lamellipodial dynamics by

FAT1 knockdown provides an explanation for attenuated cell

migration in FAT1-deficient cells.

Because FAT1 recruited endogenous Ena/VASP proteins

when ectopically targeted within cells and because recruit-

ment of Ena/VASP to the leading edge has been implicated as

regulating actin dynamics (Bear et al, 2002; Samarin et al,

2003), we tested whether endogenous FAT1 is necessary for

the recruitment of endogenous Ena/VASP proteins to the

leading edge. Line intensity scans were used to quantify the

abundance of endogenous VASP at the leading edge in wild-

type cells and in those in which FAT1 expression is attenuated

by RNAi. Rottner et al (1999) showed that VASP was present

at the leading edge only in protruding lamellipodia and not in

those that were retracting. Moreover, it was noted that the

abundance of VASP at the membrane was linearly propor-

tional to the velocity of lamellipodial protrusion. Because of

the heterogeneous nature of knockdown efficiency in the

in vitro wound model employed here, we chose to quantify

Figure 5 FAT1mito expression is sufficient to recruit components of the actin polymerization complex and to induce ectopic actin
polymerization. (A, A0, A00) Overexpression of the FAT1 cytoplasmic domain (FAT1mito) on the outer leaflet of mitochondria in a transiently
transfected COS-7 cell (*) was sufficient to induce ectopic actin polymerization (arrows). (B, B0, B00) Expression of the N-terminal portion of
zyxin (zyxin-NT) on mitochondria of COS-7 cells nucleated ectopic actin polymerization. (C, C0, C00) Mitochondrial recruitment (arrows) of
Arp3-GFP was detected in COS-7 cells also expressing FAT1mito. (D, D0, D00) Similarly, weak Arp3-GFP recruitment is shown in two transiently
transfected cells expressing FAT1mito lacking EVH1-binding domains (dEVH1 FAT1mito).
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the relative mean abundance of VASP at the leading edge. It

was reasoned that this mean value would also account for

average protrusion velocity and protrusion/retraction fre-

quency. Three random areas on each cellular leading edge

in multiple randomly selected cells along the wound edge

were analyzed and a mean VASP IF intensity was obtained for

each condition (Figure 7H). In cells at the leading edge

transduced with the FAT1 shRNA encoding virus, we found

that VASP abundance at the leading edge was reduced on

average by approximately two-fold. However, FAT1 depletion

did not result in complete failure of VASP recruitment to the

leading edge. Therefore, FAT1 is not independently sufficient

for recruitment of VASP to the leading edge; however, FAT1

is necessary in part to achieve normal targeting of VASP to

this site.

FAT1 is necessary for the establishment of cellular

polarity in the wound model

Polarization of cells directed toward the denuded space in the

plane of the monolayer is an early event following denuda-

tion in the wound model; here polarization and cell migration

are inter-related (Nobes and Hall, 1999). Because FAT1 was

found to be required for normal cell motility in the previous

experiments, the necessity of FAT1 for polarization of leading

edge cells was investigated. The polarization of migrating

cells in the wound model requires the reorganization of the

microtubular network and is associated with the alignment of

the microtubule organizing center (MTOC) in the direction of

movement (Bershadsky and Futerman, 1994). In a confluent

stationary monolayer, MTOCs are typically observed in close

association with the Golgi apparati in a random orientation

relative to the nucleus. In a wound assay, both structures

become oriented toward the forward facing aspect of polar-

ized leading edge cells (Nobes and Hall, 1999). Similarly in

our hands, Golgi apparati (approximately 75% at 16 h post-

injury) and MTOCs (approximately 60% at 6 h postinjury)

became oriented within the forward facing sector of control

NRK-52E leading edge cells after wounding the monolayer

(Figure 8). In contrast, Golgi apparati and MTOCs of FAT1-

deficient cells were found in a random distribution relative to

the nucleus, suggesting that FAT1 is necessary for the estab-

lishment of cell polarity in the plane of the monolayer in this

model.

FAT1mito-decorated mitochondria are dislocated

in a polarized fashion independently of functional

FAT1 EVH1-binding domain

FAT1mito was targeted to the mitochondrial outer leaflet in

confluent NRK-52E monolayers using a lentiviral expression

plasmid (wtFAT1mito). At 48 h post-transduction, the mono-

layer was wounded and analyzed (Figure 9). Interestingly,

FAT1mito-decorated mitochondria in transduced cells at the

Figure 6 Delayed wound closure in FAT1-deficient NRK-52E cell monolayers. Confluent NRK-52E cells were transduced with control virus
lentilox 3.7 (A) or with virus containing an shRNA template specific for FAT1 (FAT1KD) (B) 60 h prior to application of scratch wounds. After
16 h, cells were fixed and FAT1 (red), GFP (green), and nuclei (blue) were visualized by IF. Despite variable expression of eGFP, lentivirus
transduction efficiency was between 80 and 90% in these experiments. Wound width at time¼ 0 is indicated as a white line on the right.
Occasional cellular protrusions were led by FAT1-positive cells (‘leader cells’, arrowhead and at other sites in these photomicrographs). (C)
Lysates of NRK-52E cells transduced with FAT1KD (KD) or control lentivirus bearing the GFP reporter only (C) were immunoblotted for
endogenous FAT1 expression 60h after transduction. Similar expression of the GFP reporter demonstrates comparable viral transduction.
Immunoblotting for endogenous VASP demonstrated equal loading. (D) Representation shows delayed wound closure of NRK-52E monolayers
transduced with control (C) versus FAT1KD (KD) virus. Values represent mean time to wound closure7s.d. of nine independent paired
experiments. P-value, paired Student’s t-test. (E, E0) In NRK-52E cells transduced with FAT1KD heterogeneously expressing FAT1, wound
closure was predominantly led by polarized cells with preserved FAT1 expression located at the tip of cone-shaped cellular protrusions
(arrowhead; red, FAT1; green, GFP; blue, dsDNA). FAT1-deficient cells trailed immediately behind these ‘leader cells’ at a rate significantly
faster than adjacent FAT1-negative cells.
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wound border were displaced in a highly polarized fashion

toward the leading edge. Polarization of FAT1mito-decorated

mitochondria occurred independently of Ena/VASP–FAT1

interaction since mitochondria in cells expressing FAT1mito

deleted of the FAT1 EVH1-binding domain (dEVH1FAT1mito)

no longer recruited endogenous VASP while they continued

to translocate to the leading edge (Figure 9D–D00). Conversely,

mitochondria in cells transduced with a mutant of FAT1mito

lacking the N-terminal portion of FAT1 cytoplasmic domain

proximal to the EVH1-binding domain (C-termFAT1mito)

strongly recruited VASP but were not displaced (Figure 9E–

E00). These experiments suggested that the FAT1 cytoplasmic

domain interacts via a motif present in its N-terminus—and

independently of an interaction with Ena/VASP—with a

complex of proteins that respond to a polarity cue in the

plane of the monolayer.

Discussion

The results presented suggest that FAT1 serves as a proximal

element of signaling pathways necessary for cell migration

that determine both cell polarity in the plane of the mono-

layer and directed actin-dependent cell motility. Unlike clas-

sical cadherins, FAT1 is located within cells at sites of high

actin turnover including the leading edge of lamellipodia and

filopodial protrusions. FAT1 colocalizes and directly interacts

with VASP and Mena at these sites. Members of the Ena/VASP

protein family regulate actin dynamics and influence actin-

based cellular processes including axon guidance, lamellipo-

dial dynamics, and cell motility (Rottner et al, 1999; Bear et al,

2002; Samarin et al, 2003). The conclusion that FAT1 parti-

cipates in regulating actin dynamics is strengthened by the

observations that artificially targeted FAT1 cytoplasmic do-

main recruited a protein complex sufficient to induce ectopic

actin polymerization, that FAT1 is necessary for normal

recruitment of VASP to the leading edge, and that attenuating

FAT1 expression impaired cellular processes dependent on

normal actin dynamics.

The mechanism by which FAT1 affects actin dynamics

remains to be fully elucidated. FAT1 may serve both as a

scaffold that binds Ena/VASP proteins at the leading edge and

as a receptor that transduces extracellular cues to regulate

the Ena/VASP-containing complex. FAT1 may also provide a

scaffold for the recruitment of additional proteins necessary

for actin polymerization including the Arp2/3 complex.

Independently, FAT1 is not sufficient for recruitment of

Figure 7 FAT1-deficient cells exhibit abnormal lamellipodial dynamics. (A, A0) FAT1KD-transduced cells along a wound edge 5 h after
wounding exhibiting different degrees of FAT1 attenuation (cell 1, no attenuation; cell 2, intermediate attenuation; cells 3 and 4, nearly
complete attenuation of FAT1; red, FAT1; green, f-actin; blue, dsDNA). (B) Comparison of prevalence of lamellipodia formation in leading edge
cells expressing FAT1 and in those with attenuated FAT1 expression. Lamellipodia formation along the wound edge was evaluated in cells
transduced with control and FAT1KD virus (KD) 5 and 16 h after wounding in three independent experiments. Lamellipodial protrusions were
identified by phalloidin staining. Cells were counted as lamellipodia positive if more than 50% of their free aspect was occupied by a
lamellipodial protrusion irrespective of lamellipodial morphology (e.g. cells 1, 2, and 3 in panels A and A0). n, total number of evaluated cells;
ANOVA Po0.05. Nonoverlapping 95% confidence intervals are indicated by asterisks; nonoverlapping 99% confidence intervals are indicated
by double asterisks. (C–G) Individual frames (C, E) and associated composite kymographs (D, F) from time-lapse movies of control-transduced
(C, D) or FAT1KD-transduced (E, F) NRK-52E cells. Kymographs evaluate lamellipodial dynamics along the lines drawn on associated phase-
contrast images. Ascending and descending contours of the edge indicate protrusion and withdrawal events, respectively. Dark shades
observed during withdrawal events correspond to ruffles. (G) Individual protrusion and ruffling events per minute were counted in 22 cells (9–
30 protrusion events each) in 11 time-lapse movie experiments.. Ruffling occurred significantly more often during withdrawal of lamellipodial
protrusions in FAT1-deficient cells (ANOVA Po0.01). (H) Whisker plots describing leading edge VASP intensity. Leading edge VASP intensity
was obtained at three sites in 30 cells from both knockdown and control leading edges. Dot represents mean, middle line of box indicates
median, top of box indicates 75th quartile, bottom of box indicates 25th quartile, and whiskers indicate the extent of 10th and 90th percentiles,
respectively. Unpaired, two-tailed t-test, Po0.01.
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endogenous VASP to the leading edge; however, FAT1 is

required to obtain normal VASP abundance at this site. This

conclusion is consistent with the conclusion of Bear et al

(2002), who noted that VASP recruitment to the leading edge

is mediated by a combination of interactions involving both

the EVH1 and EVH2 domains of Ena/VASP proteins. When

expressed independently of the EVH1 domain, the barbed

end binding EVH2 domain was localized to the actin network

within lamellipodia but was not detected at the leading

edge. In contrast, the Ena/VASP EVH1 domain alone was

weakly targeted to the leading edge. The observations herein

suggest that FAT1 represents a previously unidentified

EVH1-binding domain-containing transmembrane protein

that binds the EVH1 domain of Ena/VASP proteins and

contributes with other interactions to determine appropriate

Ena/VASP targeting.

The observation that FAT1 is also necessary for the estab-

lishment of polarity in the plane of the monolayer of leading

edge cells is consistent with a role established for Drosophila

fat. This work identified Drosophila fat as a necessary com-

ponent of a signaling mechanism that establishes planar cell

polarity in polarized tissues including the compound eye and

wing (Yang et al, 2002; Ma et al, 2003). Genetic analysis

suggested that fat interacts with protocadherin dachsous

via an intercellular heterotypic interaction that transmits

positional cues to frizzled (Ma et al, 2003). Details of the

molecular mechanisms by which planar cell polarity cues are

transduced to the cell remain incompletely understood. The

results reported here identify mammalian FAT1 as a neces-

sary element of a pathway that determines polarity in the

plane of the monolayer. The results of the FAT1mito mito-

chondrial targeting assay in the context of the wound model

are consistent with our findings obtained by RNAi and

suggest the hypothesis that the FAT1 cytoplasmic domain

interacts with a yet to be identified complex of proteins

involved in cellular polarity. Importantly, the interaction

between FAT1 and Ena/VASP proteins was not necessary to

affect the polarized distribution of FAT1mito-decorated mito-

chondria in these experiments.

During the revision of this manuscript, Tanoue and

Takeichi (2004) published observations that are generally

confirmatory of, or complementary to, the results reported

herein. These investigators reached similar conclusions that

FAT1 binds Ena/VASP proteins and is necessary for normal

actin dynamics and cell polarization. Most importantly, the

observations made herein emphasize that FAT1 appears to

play an integrative role in regulating cell migration by parti-

cipating in the regulation of actin dynamics at the leading

edge, by recruiting additional proteins involved in actin

polymerization independent of Ena/VASP, and by transdu-

cing an Ena/VASP-independent polarity cue.

Materials and methods

Plasmid constructs
Plasmid constructs were prepared by standard PCR cloning
techniques and were subsequently DNA sequenced (Moeller et al,
2002). The full-length cytoplasmic domain of murine FAT1 was
isolated from cDNA clones (gift of Dr T Magee; Cox et al, 2000) and
IMAGE clone #4486159 (GenBank Acc#: BG243636). FAT1mito or its
truncation mutants were constructed by cloning the mitochondrial
targeting sequence of ActA obtained from the 30 78 bp of the zyxin-
NTcoding region (gift of Dr RM Golsteyn; Fradelizi et al, 2001) into
the XbaI/BamHI sites of p3xflag-CMV-10 (#E-4401, Sigma). Subse-
quently, the full-length FAT1 cytoplasmic domain (aa 4190–4587, all
amino-acid positions are referenced to GenBank Acc#: AJ250768) or
its truncation mutants were inserted into the HindIII/XbaI sites in
the same vector. 3xflag-tagged FAT1 cytoplasmic domain and its
mutants were shuffled into pLenti6/V5-D-TOPO (Invitrogen) using
the following primers: forward 50CAC CAT GGA CTA CAA AGA C30

and reverse 50CCT CCT CAA TTA TTT TTT CT30. EVH1-binding
motifs were removed by site-directed PCR mutagenesis using two

Figure 8 FAT1 is necessary to establish planar polarity in the
wound model. (A) Leading edge planar polarity was evaluated
in FAT1KD- and control virus-transduced wounded monolayers
by evaluating the polarity of Golgi apparati (A) and microtubule
organizing centers (MTOC’s, A0) in these cells. Immunostained cells
were divided into three 1201 sectors as shown and the polarity of
Golgi apparati or MTOCs relative to the wound edge were quantified
(green, Golgi apparatus or MTOC; red, FAT1). In the examples
shown in panel A, the Golgi in cell marked 1 is located in the
forward facing sector, while the Golgi in cells marked 2 is not in the
forward sector; cells—like that marked 3—with no apparent polar-
ization of the Golgi apparatus were classified as ‘circular’. (A0)
Similarly, MTOC (arrows) is not polarized toward the leading edge
in FAT1-deficient cells and is appropriately polarized in FAT1-
positive cells. (B) The distribution of Golgi relative to the wound
edge was tabulated 5 and 16 h after wounding. (C) The orientation
of MTOCs relative to the leading edge was quantified in FAT1-
deficient cells (FAT1KD) 5 h after wounding (**; Po0.01 w2 test,
n¼ 600). A nonpolarized cell population would be expected to
exhibit a random distribution of the Golgi apparatus or MTOC
relative to the wound edge in which 33% of Golgi/MTOCs were
present in the forward sector.
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primers delEVH1p.rev 50P-CGC TTC AAT GTC ATA ACC CCC A30

and delEVH1p.fwd 50P-GAT CCC AGG GAC ATG CCT GCA30 as
described (Makarova et al, 2000).

The clone VASP-GFP was a gift of Dr E Fuchs (Vasioukhin et al,
2000); the EVH1 domain of human VASP (aa 1–114) was isolated
from IMAGE clone #824217 (GenBank Acc#: AA491171) and cloned
as an XbaI/HindIII fragment into pGSTag. Arp3GFP was a gift of
Dr Schafer (Welch et al, 1997).

Antisera preparation
Anti-FAT1GST polyclonal antiserum was raised in rabbits against
the recombinant cytoplasmic domain of mouse FAT1 fused to GST
(FAT1-GST; C-terminal 385 aa of mouse FAT1 derived from IMAGE
clone #4486159). Antiserum was purified by ammonium sulfate
precipitation followed by two-step affinity chromatography on a
GSTcolumn and a FAT1-GSTcolumn. Anti-FAT1PDZ antiserum was
raised in rabbits against a synthetic peptide KLH-conjugated
YESGDDGHFEEVTIPPLDSQ (aa 4563–4583, GenBank Acc#:
AJ250768).

Cell culture
Cell lines were purchased from American Type Culture Collection,
VA: immortalized hippocampal cells (HN33), NRK-52E (#CRL-
1571). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Life
Technologies Inc.), penicillin, and streptomycin (Boehringer
Mannheim). Transfections were performed using FUGENE-6
(Boehringer Mannheim). IF studies were performed according to
standard protocols. Briefly, cells were fixed in 4% paraformalde-
hyde for 15min and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 2min
or in acetone:methanol (1/1 vol) for 2min and blocked with 10%

goat serum. Primary antibodies were gifts from indicated investi-
gators or obtained commercially and used at indicated dilutions:
anti-FAT1 (Dr Eishin Yaoita, Niigata University, Niigata, Japan,
1/200), anti-FAT1GST (IF: 1/600–1/50 000; Western blot (WB):
1/2000), anti-FAT1PDZ (IF: 1/400; WB: 1/2000), anti-NWASP
(Dr T Takenawa, Institute of Medical Science, University of Tokyo,
Japan, 1/200), anti-Mena (Dr F Gertler, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 1/200), anti-Mena (clone21, BD
Transduction Labs, 1/50), anti-VASP (clone 43, BD Transduction
Labs, 1/100), anti-VASP (M4, ImmunoGlobe, 1/400), anti-ZO1-1A12
(Zymed Laboratories Inc., 1/500), anti-human vinculin (Sigma,
1/300), anti-Golgi 58K protein (Sigma, 1/100), anti-myc (9E11,
Oncogene Science, 1/100), anti-HA (Sigma, 1/400), anti-Flag (M2,
Sigma, 1/100–50000). Secondary antibodies were obtained from
Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, phalloidin-TRITC and
Hoechst 33342 (0.1mg/ml) were from Sigma and MITOTRACK-
ERs red CMXRos was from Molecular Probes. Slides were mounted
on glass slides with PROLONG ANTIFADEs mounting medium
(Molecular Probes). IF images were obtained with a Leica DMIRB
inverted microscope and an RT slider digital camera (#2.3.1,
Diagnostic Instruments Inc.) and collected with SPOT (Diagnostic
Instruments Inc.) software and prepared for presentation with
Adobe Photoshops. For movies and kymography, phase-contrast
time-lapse images were acquired using a � 25 or � 60 objective, an
ASI 400E fan (Nevtek) and Openlab (Improvision) or ImageJ 1.30v
(NIH, USA) software. Lamellipodia were defined as homogenous
actin-based carpet-like structures in phalloidin stainings. Ruffles
were identified by phase-contrast time-lapse videomicroscopy.
Kymographs were generated along 1 pixel wide line regions
orientated in the direction of individual protrusions as described
(Bear et al, 2002).

Figure 9 FAT1mito-decorated mitochondria are displaced in a polarized fashion independently of Ena/VASP interaction. (A) Schematic of
lentiviral constructs used to express various mutants of FLAG-tagged FAT1CD targeted to outer mitochondrial membrane: wtFAT1mito, wild-
type full-length FAT1 cytoplasmic domain; dEVH1-FAT1mito, FAT1mito lacking both EVH1-binding motifs; C-term FAT1mito, C-terminal half of
wtFAT1mito; red oval specifies location of EVH1-binding motifs. (B, B0) NRK-52E cell monolayers transduced with wtFAT1mito and wounded
after 48 h. FAT1mito-decorated mitochondria were invariably displaced toward denuded area in cells along the wound edge. In contrast, normal
perinuclear distribution of mitochondria was observed in C-term FAT1mito-transduced cells. (C) A total of 50 cells each were evaluated in three
independent experiments and characterized as ‘displacement toward the wound’ or not (Po0.05, ANOVA). (D–D00) Mitochondrial dislocation
occurred independently of Ena-VASP in cells transduced with dEVH1-FAT1mito. (E–E00) Mitochondrial displacement did not occur in FAT1
mutants that lacked the N-terminal half of FAT1 cytoplasmic domain, while Ena/VASP recruitment was preserved.
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RNAi
Endogenous FAT1 expression was knocked down by transient
transfection of plasmid pAVU6þ 27 (kind gift of D Engelke,
University of Michigan, USA) or by lentiviral transduction of
pLL3.7 (kind gift of Dr Van Parijs, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, USA) expressing FAT1-specific small interfering hairpin
RNA (shRNA) template under the U6 promoter (Paul et al, 2002;
Rubinson et al, 2003). The shRNA template was comprised of a
22 bp sense template (T GTT TGA GTA CCG TGA ATATGG; position
9884 of mRNAGenBank Acc# AF100960) specific for mouse and rat
FAT1 (verified by BLAST search) followed by a 5 bp hinge region
(TTCGT), a 22 bp antisense template, and a poly-U termination
signal motif. Two alternate siRNA templates were used in this study
with similar results: a 20 and 22 bp sense template (positions 6409–
6431 and 8790–8810 of mRNA, respectively; GenBank Acc#
AF100960) specific for mouse and rat FAT1 (verified by BLAST
search) followed by a 4 bp hinge region (TTCG), the corresponding
antisense templates, and a poly-U termination signal motif. For
some experiments, the eGFP cassette was inactivated in pLL3.7 with
an NheI/XhoI digest (removing the pCMV promoter). For lentiviral
transduction, pLL3.7 expressing control or FAT1-specific shRNA
was packaged and titered in 293T cells using a four-plasmid system
as described (kind gift of Dr Trono, University of Geneva,
Switzerland; Rubinson et al, 2003). NRK-52E cells were grown to
confluence for 3 days and transduced with the appropriate amounts
of supernatants in 8mg/ml polybrene (Sigma) (Rubinson et al,
2003). Line intensity scans generated from three random areas on
each cellular leading edge in multiple randomly selected transduced

cells along the wound edge were analyzed and mean VASP IF
intensity was obtained using ImageJ 1.30v software (NIH, USA).

Mapping of EVH1 domains
The recruitment of endogenous VASP and Mena to mitochondria by
FAT1 truncation mutants was classified into three groups: ‘strong
recruitment’ indicated mitochondrial recruitment with cytoplasmic
depletion of endogenous VASP in highly expressing cells; ‘weak
recruitment’ indicated VASP recruitment to mitochondria that were
easily detectable with no obvious cytoplasmic depletion of VASP;
‘absent recruitment’ classified mutants without significant VASP
recruitment to mitochondria.

Protein binding assays
Farwestern assays, expression and purification of GST fusion
proteins, in vitro binding assays (Kamberov et al, 2000), and
immunoblotting were performed according to standard protocols as
described elsewhere (Nihalani et al, 2001).
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